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Abstract: Upon the connection of wind generators (WGs) to distribution grids, significant flicker emission can 

appear, due to the low X/R ratios and low short-circuit levels at the points of connection. This paper proposes a 

reactive-power-based control scheme that aims for accurate cancellation of voltage flicker resulting from the 

grid connection of DFIG-based wind power. The control scheme operation is based on constructing the two-bus 

equivalent network of the detailed power system, via local measurements of voltage and active and reactive 

power flows at the DFIG terminals. The reactive power flow at the DFIG terminals is adjusted accordingly to 

cancel voltage flicker, based on the constructed equivalent network equations. The proposed control scheme 

avoids the use of power flow approximations at the connection point, and hence is free of the inaccuracies 

impli-cated in the conventional reactive-power-based flicker mitigation approaches (based on power factor 

control and voltage control). The proposed control scheme is shown, by comparative results, to provide 

superior performance to those conventional flicker mitigation approaches, as well as flicker mitigation 

capability independent of the connection point parameters. 
Index Terms: DFIG, distributed generation, flicker, power quality, reactive power control, wind power. 
 

I. Introduction 
FLICKER emission is a power quality concern associated with the  integration of  wind  generators 

(WGs) to  the power system, in  general [1], and distribution networks in particular, due to their inherent flicker 

susceptibility [2], [3]. Based on  the nature of  loads connected  to  a distribution network, the flicker emission 

limit allocated to a prospective distributed generation (DG) project is determined [4],  [5]. This results in either 

limiting the capacity of the WGs to be connected “fit-and-forget approach” [6], [7] or necessitating the presence 

of flicker mitigation controls or equipment to allay the severity of the flicker emission. A flicker mitigation 

control scheme can be either based on reactive power control or active power control [8], [9]. Reactive power 

control for flicker mitigation purposes was investigated in depth in [8], [10], [11]. The  works  in  [8], [10] 

outlined  the  ability of leading power factor operation of the DFIG in reducing its flicker emission. While the 

work in [11] studied the operational limitations of such approach and voltage control in distribution networks. 

Those two approaches have significant limitations in distribution networks, as they are highly dependent on the 

network X/R ratio and require the DFIG to absorb significant amounts of reactive power. Such amounts of 

reactive power are beyond the DFIG capabilities [12], [13], and are restricted by the operative grid codes [14]. 

In order to overcome those limitations, the work in [11] proposed the operation of the DFIG at a variable power 

factor. This was realized by com-pensating the flicker-producing and the non-flicker-producing active power 

changes of the WG separately, resulting in more flexibility with the WG recative power behavior and decreased 

consumption of reactive power. Both leading power factor and variable power factor control modes were shown 

to have their flicker mitigation capability decrease as the size of wind power at the connection point increases 

[15]. This is a result of the inability to characterize/control the voltage changes at the connection point based on 

the distribution network X/R ratio, as assumed to hold. 

Active power smoothing as a flicker mitigation approach was proposed in [9], [16], [17], [15] to 

overcome the above mentioned limitations. Particularly, the work in [9] proposed the modification of the control 

scheme of the DC-link of the full-converter synchronous WG to act as a storage unit to store a portion of the 

wind power flicker-producing fluctuations. While the work in [16] proposed a modification to the pitch control 

algorithm of the DFIG to alleviate its flicker emission. The use of a dedicated energy storage system (ESS) to 

smooth the WG flicker-producing fluctuations was proposed in [17], [15]. In [17], a controller was proposed for 

a flywheel-based ESS to offset the 3p torque oscillations of WGs. In [15], a supercapacitor-based dedicated ESS 

was proposed to smooth the entire spectrum of WGs flicker-producing fluctuations. The cited works have 

shown that all the above mentioned approaches demonstrate a level of flicker mitigation. Yet, those approaches 

are however associated with certain con-cerns and shortcomings. On one hand, the limitation of the reactive-

power-based flicker mitigation approaches is seen in approximations utilized at the connection point, and 

therefore the grid impedance and wind power rating dependence of those approaches [15]. When those 

approximations accuracy is impaired, they fail to properly characterize the voltage fluctuations at the connection 
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point and consequently result in impaired flicker mitigation. On the other hand, the implemen-tation of a 

dedicated ESS requires the deployment of external equipment and controls to a wind farm, which may constitute 

a financial burden on the DG project. 

In light of those concerns, this paper proposes an enhanced reactive-power-based DFIG flicker 

mitigation control scheme, that is independent of the common approximations regarding distribution networks 

voltage fluctuations characterization, and is therefore suitable for any connection point parameters. The DFIG is 

of interest in this work due to its popularity as a WG topology [18], emanating from its reduced converter size, 

low-installation cost and wide speed range of operation [19], [20]. The proposed control scheme uses the active 

power, reactive power and voltage measurements at the DFIG terminals to mathematically calculate the required 

DFIG reactive power adjustment, such that the connection point voltage maintains its desired waveform (free of 

flicker content). 

This paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the power system and WG models employed 

in this work. Section III describes the limitations of the currently adopted reactive-power-based flicker 

mitigation approaches. Section IV describes the proposed flicker mitigation control scheme and its 

implementation. Section V provides simulation results, evaluation of the proposed control scheme and 

comparison with other flicker mitigation control options. Section VI en-capsulates the conclusions of this body 

of work. 

 

II. Power System And Wg Models 
A. Power System Model and Flicker Measurement  

The power system with respect to wind power flicker emission is characterized by its short-circuit capacity ratio 

(SC R), and the network X/R ratio at the point of connection, as outlined in IEC standard 61400-21 [21]. The SC R is 

defined as the ratio of short-circuit level at the point of connection to the wind power rated capacity. Fig. 1 is the circuit 

model used in [21] to conduct WG flicker severity studies, and is used in this work to explain the conventional flicker 

mitigation approaches and carry out parametric studies. A distribution feeder is used to reflect the practical implemen-tation 

of the proposed control scheme. The IEC flickermeter described in IEEE Standard 1453-2011 [22] is used for flicker 

measurement. The benchmark for flicker severity comparison in this work is the short-term flicker index Pst , and the 

flicker measurements are conducted based on the required 10-minute simulation time frame [22]. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Power system representation for WG flicker studies. 

 

B. DFIG Structure and Control 

The DFIG comprises two converters, a Grid-Side (GS) converter and a Rotor-Side (RS) converter. The 

converters control is achieved through decoupled dq control such that the active and reactive power delivered by 

the machine are controlled independently. The RS converter d-axis current control aims for maintaining an 

optimal rotational speed of the WG, while its q-axis current control aims for delivering a reference setting of 

reactive power from the RS converter. The GS converter control is achieved similarly by means of d-axis 

current control, aiming for a constant DC link capacitor volt-age, and q-axis current control delivering a 

reference setting of reactive power from the GS converter. A WG reactive power setting is typically based on 

one of the conventional reactive power control approaches known in the industry [11], and in the DFIG can be 

delivered entirely by one of the converters or shared between the two converters [23]. Fig. 2 shows the control 

schematic of the DFIG model in use. 
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Fig. 2.  DFIG control schematic. 

 
C. Wind Turbine and Flicker Emission Modeling 

A 10-minute wind speed time-series sampled at 0.1 s was used [11] and the aerodynamics at the turbine 

blades and the tower shadow effect were modeled based on the model suggested in [24]. The rotational speed of 

the turbine is coupled to the mathematical model of [24] for continuous update of the turbine speed impact on 

the frequency of the tower shadow, Fig. 2. 

 

Table I Generator Parameters  

 
 

Table II Wind Turbine Parameters  

 
 

The parameters of the generator and wind turbine in use are shown respectively in Table. I and Table. II. The 

simulations are conducted in MATLAB Simulink. 

With respect to the given parameters, the output power of the DFIG unit in use is shown in both its temporal and 

spectral forms in Fig. 3, for an average wind speed of 10 m/s and turbulence intensity of 15 %. 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 3. Output power of the DFIG unit at an average wind speed of 10 m/s and turbulence intensity of 15 %: (a) 

ten-minute temporal plot, (b) corresponding power spectral density plot. 

 

III. Limitation of Conventional Reactive Power Control In Flicker Mitigation 

The reactive power control approaches used for WG flicker mitigation are based on assumptions about 

the WG connection point. Basically, the concept is to simplify (1) (in reference to Fig. 1) to reach an 

approximate formula that expresses the voltage changes at the connection point in terms of the active and 

reactive power flows, at the WG connection point, and as a function of the network X/R ratio. 
 
~ ~~ 
 
Vpcc  = Vg + I (R + jX ) (1) 
 

Where V
~
pcc  is the voltage at the connection point or the Point 

 

~ ~ 

of Common Coupling (PCC), Vg is the grid voltage, I is the current flowing from the WG into the network, R 

and X are the equivalent power system resistance and reactance at the connection point respectively. 

Particularly, by expressing the line current I in terms of the apparent power at the PCC (active power flow P and 

reactive power flow Q) and considering Vg  to be the reference voltage 

 

with angle 0 
◦
 and V

~
pcc to have an angle δ, (2) is derived. By carrying out basic mathematical operations on (2) 

and applying trigonometric substitutions, (3) and (4) are reached. 

 

 
 

 

(Vpcc cos δ)
2
 + (Vpcc sin δ) 

2
 − Vg (Vpcc cos δ − jVpcc sin δ) = (P R + QX ) + j(P X − QR) 

 

 (3)  

pcc  − Vg Vpcc cos δ + jVg Vpcc sin δ = (P R + QX )+ 

(4) 

 

j(P X − QR) 

 

  

 

A separation of the real and imaginary terms of (4) yields (5) and (6). 
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pcc  − Vg Vpcc cos δ = (P R + QX ) (5) 

Vg Vpcc sin δ = (P X − QR) (6) 

 

The approximate voltage changes formula is reached by as-suming that the angle δ approaches zero, and 

therefore (7) becomes a valid approximation of (5). 

 

∆V  = Vpcc − Vg  ≈ 

P R + QX 

(7) 

 

Vpcc 

 

   

 

 If (7) holds, any change in voltage magnitude at the WG connection point becomes controllable by the 

WG reactive power flow, as a function of the network X/R ratio. Yet, as the value of δ increases, (7) ceases to 

properly designate the voltage fluctuations at the connection point and the efficiency of a flicker mitigation 

scheme based on (7) is undermined [15]. The value of δ cannot be neglected for wind power integration at low 

SC Rs, which situations are the most susceptible to the DG flicker problem [25]. 

 The value of δ increases by the increase of wind power capacity at the connection point (decrease of 

SC R) and further increases by the operation of the WGs at a leading power factor (as required for flicker 

mitigation). Particularly, Fig. 4 demonstrates the flicker miti-gation feasibility based on (7). Pst values are 

shown for three interconnection scenarios (three SC Rs at an X/R ratio of 2), for cases with and without flicker 

mitigation based on power factor control. This range of SC Rs is typical of those observed in flicker-susceptible 

DG connection points, shown in [25]. 

 

 
Fig. 4. P st values vs. SC R under operation at a leading power factor at an X/R of 2, average wind speed of 10 

m/s and turbulence intensity of 15 %. 

 

 It can be seen from Fig. 4 that flicker mitigation by leading power factor control, based on (7), fails to 

achieve its goals as the SC R decreases. On the contrary, it aggravates the flicker emission as (7) ceases to 

properly describe the voltage changes at the connection point. The implementation of closed-loop voltage 

control is likely to have an improved performance due to its feedback feature, but implies an undesired control 

mode in DG [26], and is still liable to power flow approximations. Consequently, a more encompassing flicker 

mitigation control scheme is desired. In the following section, the proposed control scheme is presented. The 

advantages of the proposed control scheme, in comparison to existing flicker mitigation schemes, can be 

summarized in the following points: 1)-the feasibility of flicker mitigation independent of the X/R ratio and SC 

R at the point of connection, as opposed to the methods in [8], [11], 2)-higher flicker mitigation than existing 

reactive-power-based methods [8], [10], [11], due to improved estimation of the reactive power quantity 

required to mitigate flicker, 3)-no need for external equipment (energy storage) or significant control changes 

(pitch control changes) within the WG, as required in [15], [16], 4)-maintains the WG ability to function as a 

sink or a source of reactive power, as required in utilities grid codes [14]. 

 

IV. Propose D Fl Icke R Mit Igat Ion Cont Rol Scheme 
A. Methodology 

 The central premise of the proposed control scheme is that a value always exists for the reactive power 

flow Q, at the WG terminals, that when achieved by the WG converters, the voltage impacts of the WG flicker-

producing P fluctuations will vanish. This value is thereafter referred to as Qref . The proposed control scheme 

uses the measurements available at the WG terminals and the given connection point parameters to find Qref , 
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through the construction of the power system rudi-mentary two-bus equivalent network. Particularly, 

constructing such network (depicted in Fig. 5) requires the availability of the following: 1)-the X and R values at 

the connection point (given parameters), 2)-the P , Q and Vpcc values (available measurements to the WG), and 

3)-the connection point open-circuit voltage Vg (can be calculated by means of the measured variables). 

 
Fig. 5.  Two-bus equivalent network at the WG point of connection. 

 

Particularly, the acquisition of Qref can be decomposed in the following stages: 

1) Obtaining a Q expression: To find Qref , some mathe-matical operations are required to find a Q 

expression as a function of the Fig. 5 network parameters. Namely, by moving V 
2
 to the right-hand side of (5), 

then squaring both sides of (5) and (6), (8) can be obtained and after rearrangement can be written as (9). 

 

 V 4 − 2P RV 
2
  − 2QX V 

2
 + (P R) 

2
 + (P X ) 

2
+  

  pcc  pcc pcc     

  (QR)
2
 + (QX )

2
  = V 

22
      

        V   (8)  

       pcc g     

Q
2
  − Q( 

2X V pcc
2
      

 

) 

       

R
2
  + X 

2
        

  V 2  

V 
2
 − (P R)

2
 − (P X )

2
  

− V 
4
  + 2P RV 

2
   

( 

 pcc g  pcc pcc 

) = 0 

 

     

R
2
  + X 

2
 

   

        

(9) 

 

            

 

Equation (9) is an expression of Q that can be solved at the sought value of Vpcc (V pcc value free of the WG 

flicker-producing P fluctuations impact). 

2) Obtaining Vg : The value of δ can be written as an expression of the WG available measurements, (10) 

(the combination of (5) and (6)). The value of Vg can then be calculated by evaluating (6) with δ substituted for 

in terms of the WG available measurements, as shown in (11).  

 

 

tan(δ) = − 

 P X − QR  

(10) 

 

     

 

P R + QX − 

2 

 

     

  pcc    

Vg  = 

 P X − QR   

(11) 

 

      

  

P X −QR 

   

       

 

Vpcc sin (arctan ( − P R+QX −V 
2 

 )) 

 

3) Obtaining Qref : As stated earlier, Qref is an amount of reactive power flow at the WG terminals, that 
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cancels the effect of the WG flicker-producing P fluctuations. The flicker-producing P fluctuations are those 

occurring at a repetition rate of above 0.05 Hz [22]. Therefore, if a low-pass-filtered measurement of Vpcc , 

Vpcc−lp (filtered with a cut-off frequency of 0.05 Hz), is used to solve (9) for a Q value, at the calculated Vg 

and the measured P ,  Qref     is obtained. Solving (9) at Vpcc−lp  means that the 

changes in P accounting for the flicker emission will  

be counteracted by the continuously updated Qref to  

maintain (Vpcc−lp ), (12).          

Let 2X V 
2
 

              

b = ( 

  

), 

           

             

R 
2
+X 2            

 V 
2
 2 2    2 4   2    

 pcc−l

p 

V 

−(P R) −(P X ) 

−V pcc

−lp 

+2P RV pcc−

lp 

  

c = ( 

 g      

), 

 

    

R  
2
 +X   

2
       

     

 −b ± 
√
 

 

 

    

    

Qref  = 

b
2
 − 4c   

(12) 

 

        

2 

     

               

Qref  is an exact solution that cancels voltage flicker at the  

WG 

terminals. 

Qref        

obtained from 

(12) has two 

solutions. Due 

√ 2 

  

to the significance of the term b 

2 

with respect to 4c, − 4c 

 

 b  

 

Approaches b, and the Qref solution of the higher magnitude is several multiples of the solution of the 

lower magnitude and occurs outside the range of the WG operation limits. The lower magnitude of Qref is 

applied. Lower machine currents and losses are also a reason for choice of the lower magnitude value. A 

complex Qref solution is implicitly avoided in the planning phase of a MV-connected DG project, where the 

connection is made to MV networks composed of resistances and reactances and voltage magnitudes 

controllable by reactive power changes. A complex Qref solution implies the necessity of additional active 

power control to achieve the desired voltage control. This situation is of concern in LV networks with highly 

resistive conductors. 

 

B. Control Scheme Realization in the DFIG 

 A WG is typically required to be capable to absorb or inject a utility-specified amount of reactive 

power, in case it is required to function as a source or a sink of reactive power. Therefore, Qref can be solely a 

flicker-mitigating quantity, if no reactive power requirement is placed on the WG, or can be a utility-specified 

amount of reactive power on which a flicker-mitigating quantity is superimposed. In the proposed control 

scheme, the GS converter is ded-icated for any utility-specified reactive power requirement QGS , and the 

flicker-mitigating quantity is assigned to the RS converter QRS . The separation of the flicker-mitigating 

quantity QRS from Qref can be achieved by deducting the low-pass-filtered Q flow Qlp from Qref . Qlp 

corresponds to the magnitude of the voltage level Vpcc−lp and also includes any reactive power contribution 

from the DFIG switching harmonics filter. In essence, the proposed control scheme confines Vpcc to a low-

frequency spectrum of changes. The flicker control scheme realization in the DFIG is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 

depicts the proposed RS (Fig. 6 (a)) and GS (Fig. 6 (b)) reactive power controls. The GS converter adheres to 

the typical desired power factor control operation, by maintaining the WG phase angle φ at a desired value, and 

the RS converter adjusts the reactive power around that value to cancel flicker, based on (12). 

 

C. Control Algorithm Summary 

The flicker control algorithm can be summarized in the following steps: 

1) Read the power system impedance at the point of con-nection, and the utility required reactive power 

demand QGS (delivered by the GS converter).  

2) Measure P, Q and Vpcc at the WG terminals and obtain the value of Vg using (11).  
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3) Solve for a value of Q that maintains Vpcc at its low-pass-filtered measurement as P changes (plugging Vg, 

P and Vpcc−lp in (12) to obtain Qref ).  

4) Deduct the value of Qlp from Qref and specify QRS to mitigate flicker by the RS converter.  

5) Reiterate steps 2 through 5.  

 

V. Study Cases And Simul At Ion Results 

 
Fig. 6. Flicker mitigation control scheme: (a) RS reactive power control, (b) GS reactive power control. the 

proposed control scheme effectiveness for different site conditions (zero reactive power reference for the GS 

converter and network model as per [21]). 

 

2) Variation of the connection point characteristics, in terms of the X/R ratio and SC R: for demonstration 

of the proposed control scheme effectiveness for different connection point characteristics (zero reactive power 

reference for the GS converter and network model as per [21]).  

3) A 5-bus detailed distribution feeder with a connected wind farm capacity of 6 MW (3 DFIG units): for 

demon-stration of the ability of the proposed control scheme to simultaneously control the flicker severity and 

the voltage level at the wind farm bus of connection (flicker mitigation with zero, positive and negative GS 

converter reactive power references); and for demonstration of the superior performance of the proposed control 

scheme, in comparison to the conventional flicker mitigation approaches (leading power factor and voltage 

control). 

 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme, several case studies have been 

investigated and under different operating conditions of the DFIG. The following cases were studied for the 

corresponding purposes below: 

1) Variation of the average wind speed and turbulence intensity at the installation site: for demonstration of  

 

A. Effectiveness for Different Site Conditions 

 The turbulence intensity and the average wind speed at the WG turbine blades were changed and the 

flicker severity was observed, while maintaining the same connection point characteristics. The results are 

shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. Fig. 7 shows that the Pst values changed from 0.12 at 10 % turbulence 

intensity to 0.19 at a turbulence intensity of 20 % (wind speed of 10 m/s). The corresponding Pst values under 
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the proposed control scheme changed from 0.03 to 0.05. Similarly, Fig. 8 shows that the Pst values changed 

from 0.12, at an average wind speed of 8 m/s, to 0.19 at an average wind speed of 12 m/s (turbulence intensity 

of 15%). The corresponding Pst values under the proposed control scheme changed from 0.029 to 0.049. The 

proposed control scheme remained effective in all cases. 

 

 
Fig. 7. P st values vs. turbulence intensity at an average wind speed of 10 m/s, X/R ratio of 2 and SC R of 3. 

 

 
Fig. 8. P st values vs. average wind speed at a turbulence intensity of 15 %, X/R ratio of 2 and SC R of 3. 

 

B. Effectiveness for Different Connection Point Characteris-tics 

 A range of SC Rs was tested under three conditions: the DFIG operation without flicker mitigation; 

with flicker mit-igation based on power factor control, (0.9 leading) based on (7); and with the proposed control 

scheme. The results are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 shows that the proposed control scheme provides flicker 

mitigation irrespective of the SC R at which the WG connection is made. It is also seen that by comparison to 

flicker mitigation based on power factor control, the proposed control scheme always provides superior flicker 

mitigation. Moreover, it is seen that as the SC R decreases, the power factor control approach, and as outlined in 

previous sections, loses its flicker mitigation capability. Similarly, the performance with respect to the network 

X/R ratio is shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 shows that the proposed control scheme effectiveness is independent of 

the network X/R ratio. 

 

C. 5-Bus distribution feeder 

A distribution feeder consisting of 4 sections of a weak MV conductor of an X/R ratio of 1 is employed. The 

total feeder 

 
Fig. 9. P st values vs. SC R under the proposed control scheme at an X/R ratio of 2, average wind speed of 10 

m/s and turbulence intensity of 15 %. 
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Fig. 10. P st values vs. X/R ratio under the proposed control scheme at an SC R of 3, average wind speed of 10 

m/s and turbulence intensity of 15 %. 

 

 loading is 10 MW and 2.5 MVAR. The HV/MV transformer is of 15 MVA and X/R ratio of 10 and the 

MV/LV transformers at the WGs side are each of 2.5 MVA and X/R ratio of 10. Bus 5 is the wind farm 

connection point. The specifics of Bus 5 as a connection point for the connected 6 MW wind farm (3 2 MW 

DFIG units) are: a short-circuit level of 23 MVA, X/R ratio of 1.1, SC R of 3.8, R = 16.24 Ω, and X = 17.9 Ω. 

The feeder layout is shown in Fig. 11. 

 
Fig. 11. Distribution feeder layout. 

 

 The performance of the proposed control scheme was eval-uated by conducting the following two sets 

of tests: Set 1-testing of the proposed control scheme efficiency for different requirements on the GS converters 

reactive power reference, and Set 2-comparison of the efficiency of the proposed control scheme with the 

conventional flicker mitigation approaches (leading power factor and voltage control). The first set of tests, Set 

1 , was conducted by observing the reactive power consumption of the DFIGs converters and the Pst values for 

the following three cases: Case 1, the operation under the proposed control scheme with zero reactive power 

reference to the GS converters; Case 2, the operation under the proposed control scheme with 0.97 leading 

power factor reactive power reference to the GS converters; and Case 3, the operation under the proposed 

control scheme with 0.97 lagging power factor reactive power reference to the GS converters. The active power 

generation of the wind farm and the reactive power delivered by the DFIGs converters for the three cases are 

shown in Fig. 12. The smoothed Bus 5 RMS voltage waveforms corresponding to the above studied cases are 

shown in Fig. 13. 

 

 In Fig. 12 (b), the wind farm reactive power consumption in shown to be only administered by the 

DFIGs RS converters, solely responding to the voltage flicker concern, as outlined in the control scheme 

realization section. The resultant impact on the wind farm connection bus voltage is an alleviated flicker severity 

as aimed for, Fig. 13. The Pst value is reduced from a value of 0.2, without the proposed control scheme, to 0.02 

with the proposed control scheme for this case (Case 1). 

 Conversely, in Fig. 12 (c), the wind farm reactive power consumption is shown to be administered by 

both the RS and the GS converters, responding to both the voltage flicker concern and a request on the wind 

farm to operate at a desired power factor (0.97 leading in that case). The resultant impact on the wind farm 

connection bus voltage is an alleviated flicker severity and a reduced magnitude of the connection bus 

 

RMS voltage, Fig. 13. The P st value decreased from 0.2, without the proposed control scheme, to 0.016 with 

the 
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proposed control scheme for this case (Case 2). Similarly, in Fig. 12 (d), the reactive power is administered by 

both the RS and the GS converters, but with a request on the wind farm to operate at a 0.97 lagging power 

factor. The resultant impact on the wind farm connection bus voltage is an alleviated flicker severity and an 

increased magnitude of the connection bus RMS voltage, Fig. 13. The Pst value decreased from 0.2, without the 

proposed control scheme, to 0.024 with the proposed control scheme for this case (Case 3). 

 

 The voltage angle δ and the open-circuit voltage Vg as estimated in one of the DFIG units, for Case 1, 

are shown in Fig. 14. The instantaneous flicker level (IFL) reading detected by the IEC flickermeter, and from 

which the Pst index is calculated, is shown for completeness of illustration in Fig. 15, with and without the 

proposed control scheme, for Case 1. 

 The second set of tests, Set 2, was conducted by observing the flicker emission of the DFIGs under 

different flicker mit-igation approaches. The test cases were conventional leading power factor control, within 

utility allowed limits (0.95 leading and 0.9 leading), and Bus 5 closed-loop voltage control by the DFIGs. 

 

The obtained Pst results are shown in Table. III. 

 

TABLE III 

 
 

The results in Table. III show that the proposed control scheme provided 90 % decrease in Pst , in 

comparison the  original  case  in  the  absence  of  any  flicker  mitigation controls. The percentage Pst decrease 

under the application of closed-loop voltage control was 55 %, while the operation of the DFIGs at a leading 

power factor yielded a 35 % decrease in Pst at a leading power factor of 0.9 and a 25 % decrease at a leading 

power factor of 0.95. The proposed control scheme is seen to provide significant superiority in flicker mitigation 

when compared to the conventional flicker mitigation approaches.  It has to be noted that as the case is with all 

reactive-power-based flicker mitigation control schemes, the implementation of the proposed control scheme is 

subject to the flexibility of the imposed grid code with the reactive power capabilities of WGs. For instance, the 

proposed control scheme will not be applicable in case the operative grid code necessitates the operation of 

WGs or DG projects at a unity power factor. In such cases, flicker mitigation necessitates exercising control 

over the WG flicker-producing active power fluctuations. 

 

VI. Conclusion 
 This paper proposed an enhanced flicker mitigation control scheme for the DFIG-based WGs. Rather 

than utilizing ap-proximate voltage changes formulas at the connection point to achieve flicker mitigation, the 

proposed control scheme is based on online estimation of the variables of the detailed power system two-bus 

equivalent network. As a result, the proposed control scheme achieves accurate flicker mitigation independent 

of the SC R and the impedance X/R ratio at the WGs connection point. The proposed control scheme 

demonstrates superior performance to the conventional flicker mitigation approaches. The proposed control 
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scheme was tested on the IEC standard 61400-21 test network and a 5-bus distribution feeder, of a weak wind 

farm connection point, and its effectiveness was shown to hold for a wide range of operating condition 
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